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T cell activation initiates the adaptive immune 
response and requires extracellular ligation of the 
TCR and the subsequent formation of dynamic 
signaling complexes. After TCR engagement, 
Lck phosphorylates its TCR subunit, enabling 
the recruitment and activation of ZAP70, which 
in turn phosphorylates the adapter LAT. Phos-
phorylated LAT acts as a scaffold, recruiting other 
adapters and effectors into multiprotein com-
plexes driving downstream signal amplification 
and diversification, leading to T cell activation 
(Acuto et al., 2008). TCR signaling is sustained 
and regulated within a specialized cellular inter-
face formed between a T cell and an antigen-
presenting cell, the immunological synapse. 
Immunological synapse settings and function 
depend on both spatial cues and on the active 
transport of molecules to and within the syn-
apse (Alcover and Thoulouze, 2010; Lasserre 
and Alcover, 2010).
Compartmentalization in cells of the immune 
system facilitates the spatiotemporal organiza-
tion of cellular responses essential for special-
ized immune functions. In T cells, TCR signal 
transduction relies on the compartmentaliza-
tion of signaling molecules into plasma mem-
brane nanodomains (Douglass and Vale, 2005; 
Lillemeier et al., 2010; Sherman et al., 2011). 
However, some molecules involved in TCR sig-
naling do not just move on the plasma mem-
brane, but must be transported across the T cell 
and delivered to the immunological synapse. 
Namely, the TCR, LAT, and Lck localize to 
vesicular compartments that are targeted to the 
immunological synapse upon TCR engagement 
(Ehrlich et al., 2002; Bonello et al., 2004; Das 
et al., 2004; Finetti et al., 2009). In resting T cells, 
Lck is constitutively active and distributes 
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How the vesicular traffic of signaling molecules contributes to T cell receptor (TCR) signal 
transduction at the immunological synapse remains poorly understood. In this study, we 
show that the protein tyrosine kinase Lck, the TCR subunit, and the adapter LAT traffic 
through distinct exocytic compartments, which are released at the immunological synapse 
in a differentially regulated manner. Lck vesicular release depends on MAL protein. Synaptic 
Lck, in turn, conditions the calcium- and synaptotagmin-7–dependent fusion of LAT and 
TCR containing vesicles. Fusion of vesicles containing TCR and LAT at the synaptic mem-
brane determines not only the nanoscale organization of phosphorylated TCR, ZAP70, LAT, 
and SLP76 clusters but also the presence of phosphorylated LAT and SLP76 in interacting 
signaling nanoterritories. This mechanism is required for priming IL-2 and IFN- production 
and may contribute to fine-tuning T cell activation breadth in response to different stimu-
latory conditions.
© 2013 Soares et al. This article is distributed under the terms of an Attribution– 
Noncommercial–Share Alike–No Mirror Sites license for the first six months after 
the publication date (see http://www.rupress.org/terms). After six months it is 
available under a Creative Commons License (Attribution–Noncommercial–Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported license, as described at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ 
by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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compartment co-localized (35%) with the recycling endo-
somal marker Rab11b and with MAL (23%; Antón et al., 2008; 
Fig. 1, D and H). LAT vesicular compartment co-localized with 
Rab27a (35%) and Rab37 (30%; Fig. 1, M and N), two Rab 
molecules known to regulate cytokine and cytotoxic granule 
exocytosis in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, respectively (Stinchcombe 
et al., 2001; Huse et al., 2006). TCR peripheral vesicles co-
localized to the fast recycling Rab4b compartment (8%), 
whereas its core co-localized to Rab3d- (25%) and Rab8b- 
regulated (30%) exocytic compartments (Huse et al., 2006; 
Fukuda, 2008; Fig. 1, Q–S). Noteworthy, the secretory v-SNARE 
protein Ti-VAMP (Chaineau et al., 2009) co-localized with 
both LAT (30%) and TCR (30%) vesicular compartments 
(Fig. 1, O and W).
LAT and TCR vesicular release is regulated  
by calcium and synaptotagmin-7
The traffic regulators present in LAT and TCR vesicles (Fig. 1) 
have been reported to be involved in stimulus-induced exo-
cytosis at cytotoxic synapses (Ménager et al., 2007; Marcet-
Palacios et al., 2008). To pinpoint the molecular mechanism 
regulating Lck, LAT, and TCR release from vesicular com-
partments, we assessed the role of calcium, a known regulator 
of stimulus-dependent exocytosis (Stojilkovic, 2005; Pang and 
Südhof, 2010). To increase cytosolic calcium levels, we treated 
CD4 T cells either with thapsigargin or ionomycin. To accu-
rately quantify Lck, LAT, and TCR distribution between in-
tracellular vesicles and the plasma membrane, we stained for 
surface CD2 and then used it to automatically segment the 
plasma membrane. The resulting automated mask delimiting 
the internal and external outlines of the plasma membrane al-
lowed us to discriminate and quantify the subcellular distribu-
tion (plasma membrane versus vesicular compartment) of our 
proteins of interest (materials and methods; unpublished data). 
We found LAT and TCR distribution to the vesicular com-
partment to be higher than anticipated by others (Bonello et al., 
2004), 75% (Fig. 2, A, B, H, and I). In fact, through plasma 
membrane segmentation, we were able to distinguish plasma 
membrane–resident LAT and TCR from their intracellular 
compartments and subcortical vesicles, within the limits of the 
confocal microscopy resolution (unpublished data). Lck dis-
played a higher plasma membrane distribution with 25% in 
intracellular vesicles (Fig. 2, C and J; and not depicted).
Consistent with LAT localization in Rab27a and Rab37 
exocytic compartments, increased cytosolic calcium led to a 
clear release of its vesicular compartment into the plasma mem-
brane (Fig. 2, A, I, and O; and not depicted). In agreement with 
TCR-segregated distribution into a Rab3d and Rab8b exo-
cytic compartment and also into Rab4b rapid recycling endo-
somes, cytosolic calcium increase induced an incomplete release 
of TCR vesicular compartment (Fig. 2, D, K, and O; and not 
depicted). As expected from their presence in Rab11b and MAL 
compartments, neither thapsigargin nor ionomycin induced 
Lck vesicle release (Fig. 2, F, M, and O; and not depicted).
Thapsigargin effects on LAT and TCR exocytosis seem 
specific, rather than the consequence of the redistribution of 
between the plasma membrane and a vesicular compartment. 
Curiously, TCR triggering has no impact on the extent of 
Lck activity (Nika et al., 2010). This implies that Lck relocal-
ization from its vesicular compartment to the immunological 
synapse may be responsible for TCR signal propagation. One 
important question raised by these findings concerns how the 
traffic of signaling molecules to specific regions of the plasma 
membrane is regulated to execute spatially restricted signaling.
Previous works put forward several traffic regulators in-
volved in cytokine secretion and lytic granule release at CD4 
(Huse et al., 2006) and CD8 (de Saint Basile et al., 2010) T cell 
synapses, respectively. However, it is unknown how the vesic-
ular traffic of signaling molecules to the immunological synapse 
is regulated. TCR signal transduction might rely on endo-
somal traffic regulators and their specific subcellular localiza-
tion. Validation of this concept requires the identification of 
Rab proteins and their effectors, which coordinate the trans-
port and delivery of Lck, LAT, and TCR vesicles to the im-
munological synapse.
Here, we show that the regulated fusion of Lck, LAT, 
and TCR distinct vesicular compartments at the synapse 
determines the spatial organization, number, density, and molec-
ular composition of its signaling nanoclusters, as well as the 
presence of signaling nanoterritories within phosphorylated 
LAT and SLP76 clusters. Lck acts as the signal switch and cal-
cium acts as the mediator of a vesicle fusion positive feedback 
loop that builds a functional immunological synapse capable 
of driving T cell activation and cytokine production.
RESULTS
Lck, TCR, and LAT reside in distinct  
exocytic vesicular compartments
We assessed Lck, TCR, and LAT subcellular localization 
and traffic regulators to establish whether they trafficked in 
distinctly regulated vesicular compartments. Primary CD4 T 
and Jurkat cells (unpublished data) displayed a Lck intracellu-
lar compartment finely intermingled with those of LAT and 
TCR; however, co-localization was minimal (<3%), whereas 
TCR and LAT compartments co-localized to a higher, yet 
still feeble, extent (unpublished data).
The specification of the intracellular traffic route and the 
vesicular compartment identity rely on the Rab family GTPases 
(Fukuda, 2008). In turn, vesicle fusion is mediated by SNARE 
proteins whose function is restricted to precise subcellular mi-
croenvironments (Stojilkovic, 2005). To ascertain the identity of 
Lck, LAT, and TCR intracellular compartments, we looked into 
19 Rabs and 1 SNARE that have both been linked either to 
regulated exocytosis or to the transport of endosomes to plasma 
membrane (Fukuda, 2008), and to a previously described protein 
for specialized transport, myelin and lymphocyte protein (MAL), 
which mediates Lck transport to the plasma membrane (Antón 
et al., 2008). We transiently expressed each Rab-GFP fusion pro-
tein in Jurkat cells and assessed their co-localization with respect 
to Lck, LAT, and TCR vesicular compartments. These signaling 
molecules localized in highly individualized compartments, with 
little to no overlap in their Rab specification (Fig. 1). Lck vesicular 
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Figure 1. Lck, TCR, and LAT traffic through distinct exocytic compartments. Jurkat cells were transfected with GFP-tagged Rab3d (A, I, and Q), 
Rab4b (B, J, and R), Rab8b (C, K, and S), Rab11b (D, L, and T), Rab27a (E, M, and U), Rab37 (F, N, and V), Ti-VAMP (G, O, and W), and MAL (H, P, and X). Cells 
were then stained for Lck (A–H), LAT (I–P), and TCR (R–X). 3D confocal images were post-treated by deconvolution. A 1-µm-thick medial stack is shown. 
Right panels show a zoomed image of the vesicular compartment (frame). Plots in the far right column depict the population analysis of the co-localization 
volume between Lck, LAT, and TCR and each one of the traffic regulators analyzed for at least 20 cells per group. ***, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; 
Mann-Whitney test. Images representative of three experiments. Bar, 5 µm.
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Figure 2. Intracellular calcium increase and Syt7 regulate the release of LAT and TCR from their vesicular compartments to the plasma 
membrane, whereas MAL specifically regulates Lck traffic. (A–G) Primary CD4 T cells were transfected with siRNA against Syt7, a nonrelevant se-
quence (siCtr), or left untransfected (Med) and then treated with 5 µM thapsigargin (TPS) for 30 min. Cells were stained for LAT (A and B), TGN38 (C), TCR 
(D and E), and Lck (F and G) and analyzed by 3D confocal microscopy. (H–N) Population analysis quantifying the 3D fluorescence intensity in the vesicular 
compartment (see Materials and methods) relative to total fluorescence of TGN38 (H), LAT (I and J), TCR (K and L), and Lck (M and N) of at least 20 cells 
per group processed as in A–G. (O) Population analysis of n = 20 cells per group quantifying Lck, TCR, and LAT localized at the plasma membrane in cells 
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fusion by silencing Syt7, and analyzed 30-min synapses. Strik-
ingly, MAL silencing prevented not only Lck, but also LAT 
and TCR vesicle release, and their full clustering at the syn-
apse, although compartment polarization and an incipient 
TCR cluster were observed (Fig. 3, A–G). In contrast, Syt7 
silencing inhibited LAT and TCR compartment delivery 
and synaptic clustering, without effecting Lck clustering. 
A residual TCR clustering was observed in Syt7-silenced 
cells (Fig. 3, L–O, arrowheads and arrows). Consistent with a 
calcium-dependent triggering of TCR and LAT vesicle fusion, 
intracellular calcium chelation by BAPTA abrogated TCR 
and LAT compartment release and clustering without signifi-
cantly perturbing Lck synaptic clustering (unpublished data).
These data show that Lck, TCR, and LAT vesicle release 
at the synaptic membrane is differentially regulated. The inhibi-
tory effect of MAL silencing on LAT and TCR vesicle fu-
sion at the synapse, and the fact that it doesn’t affect LAT and 
TCR steady-state traffic, suggests that previous Lck synaptic 
delivery is necessary for LAT and TCR vesicle fusion.
Lck-, TCR-, and LAT-regulated traffic is pivotal to TCR 
signal transduction at the immunological synapse
TCR signaling is mediated by formation of transient, hetero-
geneous clusters of signaling molecules whose structure and 
subcellular origin remain uncertain (Dustin and Depoil, 2011). 
Our experimental build-up provided us with the means to 
disentangle the contributions of regulated signaling molecule 
exocytosis for TCR signaling.
We inhibited Lck traffic through MAL-silencing, and TCR 
and LAT vesicle fusion through Syt7-silencing. We moni-
tored specific phosphorylated tyrosine residues (pY), hallmarks 
of TCR signal transduction: the activatory pY394 of Lck, pY142 
of TCR and pY191 of LAT. From now on, phosphorylated 
proteins will be designated by pLck, pTCR, and pLAT.
Consistent with their synaptic clustering patterns (Fig. 3, 
A–F), at 30 min of conjugate formation, the extent of pLck 
and pLAT clustered at synapses formed by MAL-silenced cells 
was strongly diminished (Fig. 4, A–H), although a partial pTCR 
cluster was observed (Fig. 4, F and I, arrows). Conversely, 
Syt7-silenced cells displayed normal pLck, very low pLAT, 
and residual pTCR clustering at the synapse (Fig. 4, J–R).
These data indicate that the juxtaposition of vesicular LAT 
to an immunological synapse displaying fully clustered pLck is 
not enough for LAT phosphorylation to occur. Instead, LAT 
synaptic phosphorylation requires the prior clustering of Lck at 
the synapse, as well as the calcium and Syt7-dependent synaptic 
fusion of vesicular LAT.
multiple compartments, as neither the trans-Golgi network 
(TGN38+) nor the endosomal-recycling compartment (trans-
ferrin receptor+) were released by a cytosolic calcium raise 
(Fig. 2, C and H; and not depicted). There was no significant 
overlap of LAT with the biosynthetic compartment labeled 
by TGN38 (5% co-localization; unpublished data). LAT’s 
fast traffic through the secretory pathway might preclude its 
concentration required for detection.
Calcium-regulated exocytosis relies on the presence of 
vesicle-associated fusion proteins (v-SNARES) and calcium 
sensors (synaptotagmins; Pang and Südhof, 2010). LAT and 
TCR vesicular compartments displayed Ti-VAMP (Fig. 1, 
O and W), a v-SNARE known to interact with the calcium 
sensor synaptotagmin-7 (Syt7; Rao et al., 2004), suggesting 
Syt7 involvement in this process. Syt7-silencing in primary 
CD4 T cells did not alter LAT and TCR steady-state distri-
bution (Fig. 2, J and L), or their distribution into the TGN38 
compartment (not depicted), obviating any effects of Syt7 
silencing on the constitutive fusion of the biosynthetic and 
endocytic pools of LAT and TCR to the plasma membrane. 
However, Syt7 silencing impaired TCR and LAT release 
from their vesicular compartments in response to increased 
cytosolic calcium levels (Fig. 2, B, E, J, and L). Single Syt7 
siRNA oligonucleotides directed to distinct RNA sequences 
inhibited calcium-induced vesicular LAT release, albeit at a 
lesser extent than their combination, ruling out siRNA off-
target effects (unpublished data).
The egress of Lck from vesicles into the plasma membrane 
requires MAL (Antón et al., 2008). Consistent with its specific 
distribution in Lck vesicles (Fig. 1, H, P, and X), MAL silencing 
led to an accumulation of Lck in the vesicular compartment 
(approximately threefold signal increase), without altering 
LAT or TCR steady-state distribution (Fig. 2, P and Q).
Therefore, Lck, LAT, and TCR vesicle traffic is regulated 
by distinct molecular mechanisms. Lck depends on MAL and 
is calcium-insensitive, whereas TCR and LAT vesicle release 
is induced by calcium and mediated by Syt7. Still, a fraction 
of the TCR compartment is not released in response to cal-
cium. This may reflect the presence of TCR in the Rab4b 
rapid recycling compartment (Fig. 1 R).
Lck controls the release of TCR and LAT vesicular 
compartments to the immunological synapse
We next investigated how the differential regulation of Lck, 
LAT, and TCR vesicular compartments conditioned their 
targeting to the immunological synapse. We inhibited Lck traf-
fic by silencing MAL expression, or TCR and LAT vesicle 
untreated (), or treated with TPS (+) for 30 min and processed as in A–G. (P) Jurkat cells were transfected with siRNA against MAL or a nonrelevant 
sequence (siCtr). Cells were stained for LAT (middle), TCR (right), and Lck (left) and analyzed by 3D confocal microscopy. (Q) Population analysis of n = 20 
cells per group, quantifying Lck, LAT, and TCR in the vesicular compartment relative to total cellular fluorescence (see Materials and methods) in MAL-
silenced cells (siMAL+) compared with control (siMAL), treated as in P. (R and S) Syt7, MAL, and actin (control) levels in primary CD4 T cells transfected 
with siRNA control (siCtr), siRNA Syt7 (siSyt7), or siRNA MAL (siMAL). Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blot. Confocal images were post-treated by 
deconvolution. A 1-µm-thick medial stack is shown. Each dot in plots represents one cell. ***, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; Mann-Whitney test. 
Images representative of three experiments. Bar, 5 µm.
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Figure 3. Lck instructs LAT and TCR vesicular release at the immunological synapse. (A–D) Primary CD4 T cells were transfected with a siRNA 
control (siCtr; A and B) or a siRNA MAL (siMAL; C and D) and allowed to form immunological synapses with superantigen-loaded Raji cells for 30 min. 
Cells were stained for Lck and LAT (A and C) or Lck and TCR (B and D), and then analyzed by 3D confocal microscopy. (E–G) Population analysis of at 
least 20 conjugates per group quantifying the 3D fluorescence at the synapse relative to total cell fluorescence in cells processed in the same way as cells 
in A–D in the presence (sAg+) or in the absence (sAg) of superantigen. (H) Primary CD4 T cells were transfected with siRNA control (siCtr), siRNA MAL 
(siMAL), or siRNA Syt7 (siSyt7) and cell lysates were analyzed for MAL, Syt7, and actin expression by Western blot. (I–L) Primary CD4 T cells were trans-
fected with a siRNA control (siCtr; I and J) or a siRNA Syt7 (siSyt7; K and L) and allowed to form immunological synapses with superantigen-loaded Raji 
cells for 30 min. Cells were stained for Lck and LAT (I and K) or LAT and TCR (J and L). (M–O) Population analysis of at least 20 conjugates per group, 
quantifying the 3D fluorescence at the cell junction relative to total cell fluorescence in cells processed in the same way as cells in I–L and activated in the 
presence (sAg+) or in absence (sAg) of superantigen and analyzed by 3D confocal microscopy. Confocal images were post-treated by deconvolution and 
1 µm-thick medial stack is shown. Synaptic clustering and intracellular compartments are highlighted by arrows and arrowheads, respectively. Each dot in 
plots represents one conjugate. ***, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; Mann-Whitney test. Images are representative of three experiments. Bar, 5 µm.
JEM Vol. 210, No. 11 
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Figure 4. LAT and TCR vesicle fusion at the immunological synapse is required for signal amplification. (A–F) Primary CD4 T cells were trans-
fected with a siRNA control (siCtr; A–C) or a siRNA MAL (siMAL; D–F), and allowed to form conjugates with superantigen-loaded Raji cells for 30 min. 
Cells were stained for Lck and pLck (A and D), Lck and pLAT (B and E), or TCR and pTCR (C and F) and analyzed by 3D confocal microscopy. (G–I) Popula-
tion analysis of primary CD4 T cells transfected with siRNA control (siCtr), or siRNA MAL (siMAL) of pLck (G), pLAT (H) and pTCR (I) fluorescence intensity 
at the immunological synapse of at least 20 conjugates per group. (J–O) Primary CD4 T cells were transfected with a siRNA control (siCtr; J–L) or siRNA 
Syt7 (siSyt7; M–O) and allowed to form conjugates with superantigen-loaded Raji cells. Cells were stained for Lck and pLck (J and M), Lck and pLAT (K and N),  
2422 Vesicle fusion controls TCR signaling | Soares et al.
or TCR and pTCR (L and O) and analyzed by 3D confocal microscopy. (P–R) Population analysis of pLck (P), pLAT (Q), and pTCR (R) fluorescence inten-
sity at the synapse of at least 20 conjugates per group, processed as in J–O. Confocal images were post-treated by deconvolution. A 1-µm-thick medial 
stack is shown. Synaptic clustering and intracellular compartments are highlighted by arrows and arrowheads, respectively. Each dot in plots represents 
one conjugate. . ***, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; Mann-Whitney test. Images are representative of three experiments. Bar, 5 µm.
 
We performed two-color direct stochastic optical recon-
struction microscopy (dSTORM) combined with total in-
ternal reflection fluorescence (TIRF; Heilemann et al., 2008) 
on fixed cells. dSTORM super-resolution microscopy accu-
rately localizes single molecules (see Materials and methods) 
and allowed us to quantify different parameters of the plasma 
membrane signaling organization, including the presence of 
protein clusters, their size, relative density, and abundance. In 
addition, we coupled 3D wide-field imaging to our dSTORM 
imaging apparatus to monitor for the presence of LAT vesic-
ular compartment, by expressing a GFP-tagged LAT (Fig. 6; 
boxes, top left).
MAL silencing lead to mild differences in pTCR and 
pZAP70 nanocluster organization, with a small reduction in 
pTCR numbers and cluster area (Fig. 6, B, F, and H) and to 
an enrichment in small pZAP70 clusters (dimers and trimers; 
Fig. 6, B and I). No changes were observed in nanocluster 
density or shape (Fig. 6, J–M).
TCR and LAT vesicle fusion determine pLAT nanocluster 
organization and their ability to recruit pSLP76
Current models for TCR signaling issued from biochem-
ical approaches and standard light microscopy propose the 
generation of an amplification signalosome formed by direct 
association of pLAT and pSLP76–Gads complexes (Acuto 
et al., 2008). Thus, we monitored the spatial distribution of 
pLAT and pSLP76 at the immunological synapse. We ob-
served important differences in pLAT and pSLP76 nano-
cluster distribution under different activation conditions. 
Anti-CD3 stimulation (CD3) led to a significant increase 
in the number and relative density of both pLAT and pSLP76 
clusters, compared with nonstimulated cells spread on anti-
CD45 (CD45; Fig. 7, A and E; and Fig. 8, A–D).   Inhibition 
MAL silencing differentially affects Lck, TCR,  
ZAP70, LAT, and SLP76 phosphorylation
Our previous findings raised the question of how the regu-
lated traffic and fusion of vesicle-associated Lck, LAT, and 
TCR determine TCR signaling. To further investigate the 
effect of hindering Lck traffic on early TCR signaling, MAL-
depleted cells were activated for 30 min with superantigen-
pulsed Raji cells in the presence or absence of thapsigargin. The 
presence of specific phosphotyrosine residues was assessed by 
intracellular flow cytometry.
Consistent with a previous report (Nika et al., 2010), Lck 
phosphorylation was not affected either by MAL silencing 
or TCR engagement (Fig. 5 A). In contrast, LAT and SLP76 
phosphorylation were fully inhibited in MAL-silenced cells 
(Fig. 5, D and E), whereas TCR and ZAP70 phosphoryla-
tion were partially inhibited (Fig. 5, C and E). Thapsigargin 
treatment of MAL-silenced cells restored TCR, ZAP70, LAT, 
and SLP76 phosphorylation levels.
These data indicate that synaptic Lck sets the threshold 
for the calcium and Syt7-mediated TCR and LAT vesicle 
release that controls pTCR and pLAT clustering and the 
subsequent recruitment of pZAP70 and pSLP76.
TCR and ZAP70 signaling organization  
is mildly affected by MAL silencing
Our aforementioned findings raised the question of how 
the regulated traffic and fusion of vesicle-associated Lck, 
TCR, and LAT determine TCR signal organization at 
the synaptic membrane. Hence, we inhibited vesicle traf-
fic or fusion and analyzed, at high spatial resolution, the 
distribution of early (i.e., pTCR, pZAP70) and amplifi-
cation (i.e., pLAT, pSLP76) signaling complexes, at high spa-
tial resolution.
Figure 5. Effect of MAL-silencing on 
TCR, ZAP70, LAT, and SLP76 phosphory-
lation levels. (A–E) Primary CD4 T cells were 
transfected with a siRNA control (siCtr; J–L), 
or siRNA MAL (siSyt7; M–O) and allowed to 
form conjugates with superantigen-loaded 
Raji cells for 30 min. Cells were stained pLck 
(A), pTCR (B), pZAP70 (C), pLAT (D), or pSLP76 
(E), and cellular levels were determined by 
intracellular fluorescence cytometry. Repre-
sentative of two experiments.
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(CD45). This was accompanied by a significant shift to-
ward smaller clusters and a concomitant decrease in the 
number and particle density of pSLP76 clusters (Fig. 7; and 
Fig. 8, A–E).
of TCR and LAT compartments synaptic fusion, directly 
through Syt7-, or indirectly through MAL-silencing, caused 
a twofold reduction in pLAT and pSLP76 cluster number, 
size and relative density to levels of nonstimulated cells 
Figure 6. Effect of MAL-silencing on TCR and 
ZAP70 recruitment and phosphorylation at the  
immunological synapse. (A–C) Jurkat cells were trans-
fected with either siCtr (A), or siMAL (B and C) in the 
absence (A and B) or the presence (C) of thapsigargin 
and allowed to spread for 3 min on an CD3-coated 
coverslips. Cells were stained for pTCR and pZAP70 and 
analyzed by dSTORM-TIRF imaging. Top left insets depict 
the correspondent zx-stack widefield image projection of 
GFP-TCR. Right panels show a magnified image of a 
region of interest (frame). pTCR, green; pZAP70, red. 
(D–L) Population analysis in Jurkat cells processed as in 
A–C (n = 11) of the number of pTCR or pZAP70 clusters 
per square micrometer (D and E), the mean pTCR or 
pZAP cluster area per cell (F and G), the number of 
pTCR or pZAP70 clusters <100 nm for each cell ana-
lyzed (H and I), the number of pTCR or pZAP70 detec-
tions per individual cluster for each cell analyzed (J and K), 
and the percentage of clusters whose circularity is equal 
to one. Value is given by the ratio between the largest 
and the smallest feret diameters for all the clusters detected 
and plotted as the mean for each analyzed cell (L and M). 
Images representative of three experiments. ***, P ≤ 0.0001; 
**, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; Mann-Whitney test. Each circle 
represents a cell. Bar, 10 µm. 
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similar to the one observed in activatory synapses (Fig. 7; and 
Fig. 8, A and C).
These results indicate that, first, Lck-deficient clustering 
at the synapse creates a signaling bottleneck caused by the 
impaired synaptic delivery of vesicular TCR and LAT, and sec-
ond, once vesicular LAT is delivered at the synapse, even 
reduced amounts of synaptic Lck are apt to extensively phos-
phorylate LAT clusters, if not as comprehensively (Fig. 8, 
C and E).
The contribution of vesicular TCR and LAT to the synapse 
nanoscale organization went beyond an effect in the number 
and density of pLAT clusters, it also affected their morphology. 
To disentangle the effect of blocking Lck traffic on LAT 
phosphorylation, from its effect on vesicular LAT synaptic 
fusion, we blocked the calcium-insensitive Lck traffic through 
MAL silencing and provoked the calcium-sensitive fusion of 
vesicular TCR and LAT. Thapsigargin treatment of MAL-
silenced cells lead to the release of LAT vesicular compartment 
and a concomitant increase in the number, relative density 
and area of pLAT clusters which displayed increased ability to 
recruit pSLP76 clusters when compared with MAL-silenced 
cells. Interestingly, promoting TCR and LAT vesicular fu-
sion through thapsigargin treatment of MAL-silenced cells is 
sufficient to recover a number and density of pLAT clusters 
Figure 7. LAT vesicle fusion determines pLAT and pSLP76 nanoscale organization at the immunological synapse. (A–F) Jurkat cells were trans-
fected with siCtr (A), siSyt7 (B), or siMAL (C and D) in the absence (A–C and E) or presence (D and F) of thapsigargin, and allowed to spread for 3 min on 
an CD3- (A–D) or CD45-coated (E and F) coverslip. Cells were stained for pLAT and pSLP76 and analyzed by dSTORM-TIRF imaging. Top left insets de-
pict the correspondent zx-stack widefield image projection. Right panels show a magnified image of a region of interest (frame). pLAT in green, pSLP76  
in red. Images are representative of three experiments. Bar, 10 µm.
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originates the elongated LAT clusters (demarked by polygons) 
that are fed by LAT vesicles during the entire length of the ac-
quisition (7 min mark). Due to spatial resolution limitations in-
herent to live imaging, our video microscopy interpretation was 
performed in light of the aforementioned super-resolution data.
These results suggest that pLAT clusters result from two 
subpopulations with distinct subcellular origins: the plasma 
membrane and the vesicular compartment. Moreover, the 
fact that pTCR and pZAP70 were mildly affected by Lck 
vesicle traffic inhibition indicates that TCR stimulation modu-
lates the synapse nanoscale organization in a TCR and LAT 
vesicle fusion-dependent manner.
LAT vesicle fusion promotes pLAT and pSLP76 
intermolecular proximity
Our data indicate that TCR and LAT vesicle fusion is key 
to generate the spatial organization of pLAT and pSLP76 
nanoclusters in TCR-stimulated synapses. We investigated 
CD3-stimulated control cells displayed a population of larger 
and elongated pLAT nanoclusters, which were adjacent to 
pSLP76 clusters (Fig. 7 A; and Fig. 8 F). In contrast, upon LAT 
compartment retention, the majority of pLAT nanoclusters 
were circular, as in nonstimulated cells (Fig. 7, B, C, and E). 
Elongated pLAT clusters (20 µm2) are the main contributors 
to the increase in pLAT cluster size in CD3-stimulated cells 
(Fig. 8 G). Reinforcing the role of LAT vesicle fusion in the 
spatial organization of signaling complexes, thapsigargin treat-
ment of MAL-silenced cells elicited the appearance of the elon-
gated pLAT clusters (Fig. 7 D; and Fig. 8 F). Thapsigargin-induced 
LAT vesicle fusion in CD45-adhered cells did not recover 
pLAT nanoscluter organization, indicating that it depends on 
TCR stimulation (Fig. 7 F; and Fig. 8, A-F).
Our live imaging (Video 1) is consistent with a model 
whereby LAT vesicle delivery at the synapse occurs as soon as the 
cell contacts the activatory surface (15–45 s). The likely fusion of 
vesicle LAT at discrete synaptic locations (highlighted by arrows) 
Figure 8. LAT vesicle fusion determines the number, density, and morphology of pLAT and pSLP76 nanoclusters at the immunological synapse. 
(A–G) Population analysis of pLAT and pSLP76 clusters in Jurkat cells processed as in Fig. 7. (A) Number of clusters per square micrometer is as follows: 
siCtr, n = 24; siSyt7, n = 21; siMAL, n = 14; siMAL TPS, n = 11; CD45, n = 20; and CD45 TPS, n = 22. (B) Number of clusters per square micrometer is as 
follows: siCtr, n = 18; siSyt7, n = 21; siMAL, n = 14; siMAL TPS, n = 11; CD45, n = 19; and CD45 TPS, n = 22. (C and D) Number of pLAT (C) and pSLP76 
(D) detections per individual cluster for each cell analyzed for n ≥ 11 cells. (E) Mean pLAT cluster area per cell, n ≥ 11 cells. (F) Percentage of clusters 
whose circularity is equal to 1 per cell. Circularity value is given by the ratio between the large and the small feret diameters for all the clusters detected  
n ≥ 11 cells. (G) Mean area of pLAT clusters per cell according to circularity, measured as in F (n = 24). ***, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; Mann-Whitney 
test. Each circle represents a cell. Representative of three experiments.
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Figure 9. Vesicle fusion generates pLAT synaptic clusters at interacting distances from pSLP76 clusters: signaling nanoterritories. (A–F) Jurkat 
cells were transfected with siCtr (A), siSyt7 (B), or siMAL (C and E) in the absence (A–D), or presence (E and F) of thapsigargin, and allowed to spread for  
3 min on an CD3- (A–C and E) or CD45-coated (D and F) coverslips. Cells were stained for pLAT and pSLP76 and analyzed by dSTORM-TIRF imaging. 
Right panels show a magnified image of a region of interest (frame). pLAT, green; pSLP76, red; pLAT and pSLP76 detections that are distant to each other 
by less than 20 nm (signaling nanoterritories), white. (G–O) Population analysis of pLAT and pSLP76 signaling nanoterritories in Jurkat cells processed as 
in A–F. (G–H) Mean percentage per cell of the area occupied by signaling nanoterritories with respect to the total pLAT (G) and pSLP76 (H). (G) Number of 
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et al., 2008). To determine the contribution of regulated vesic-
ular traffic to TCR-triggered T cell activation, we interrupted 
the Lck, TCR, and LAT vesicle traffic cascade by silencing 
either MAL or Syt7.
In primary CD4 T cells, activation events downstream of 
LAT, such as Erk1/2 activation, CD69 surface up-regulation, 
and IL-2 and IFN- cytokine production were all significantly 
inhibited in MAL- and Syt7-silenced cells (Fig. 10, A–G). 
Importantly, the increase in cytosolic calcium levels in MAL-
silenced cells by thapsigargin or ionomycin restored an IL-2 
and IFN- production comparable to control cells (Fig. 9, 
C–F, right). These results underscore the role of Lck-, TCR-, 
and LAT-regulated vesicle traffic in TCR signal integration 
conducive to T cell function.
DISCUSSION
It is increasingly clear that vesicle traffic achieves a variety of 
effects on signal transduction and, conversely, that receptor 
signaling regulates the exocytic machinery. Here, we sought 
to determine how the highly specific compartmentalization 
of Lck, LAT, and TCR contributes to the functional nanoscale 
organization of the immunological synapse and to its capacity 
to transduce downstream activation signals leading to cyto-
kine production.
The molecular machinery that regulates the vesicular 
delivery of signaling molecules at the immunological synapse 
is largely unknown. We have analyzed this machinery by detail-
ing its traffic regulators: Rab GTPases and SNARE proteins. 
We found that although Lck, LAT, and TCR traffic through 
exocytic compartments, there is no overlap in their traffic regu-
lators (Fukuda, 2008). Lck localizes to the calcium-insensitive 
Rab11b/MAL compartment, whereas LAT and TCR traffic 
through a calcium-sensitive Rab27a-Rab37-Ti-VAMP and 
Rab3d-Rab8b-Ti-VAMP vesicular compartments, respectively. 
Interestingly, except for Rab8b, the exocytic traffic regulators 
present in Lck, LAT, or TCR vesicles have been also impli-
cated in either cytokine secretion (Huse et al., 2006), or cyto-
toxic granules release (Ménager et al., 2007; Marcet-Palacios 
et al., 2008), at the CD4 and CD8 T cell synapses, respectively.
In cytotoxic T cell granule exocytosis (de Saint Basile 
et al., 2010) and in lymphocyte migration (Colvin et al., 2010), 
stimulus-induced vesicle fusion is regulated by synaptotagmins 
(Syt), which couple calcium influx to the formation of SNARE 
complexes. Previously, we have shown (Das et al., 2004) that 
syntaxin-4 and SNAP-23, two plasma membrane t-SNARE 
proteins, accumulate at the CD4 T cell–APC interface, which 
provides a molecular basis for selective vesicle fusion at the 
immunological synapse. However, SNARE complexes required 
for calcium-dependent exocytic vesicle fusion at the synapse 
whether this nanocluster organization could correlate with 
increased interactions between these two adapters, and thus 
with enhanced TCR signal amplification (Acuto et al., 2008).
In agreement with previous super-resolution studies 
(Lillemeier et al., 2010; Sherman et al., 2011), we found that 
pLAT and pSLP76 clusters appeared contiguous, but only 
mildly overlapped (Fig. 7 A), indicating that pLAT and pSLP76 
do not interact extensively. This raises the possibility that pLAT 
and pSLP76 interactions could be occurring in spatially discrete 
locations. To address this hypothesis, we developed a method to 
identify possible pLAT and pSLP76 interactions, independent 
of their molecular concentration. To do so, we mapped the 
locations where pLAT and pSLP76 molecules were less than 
20 nm apart and attributed to each event a nonzero pixel value, 
whose intensity is inversely related to the distance (Fig. 9; see 
Materials and methods). In our analysis, the pixel correspond-
ing to a pLAT and pSLP76 protein pair at distances <20 nm 
depicts a signaling nanoterritory. In this case, nano defines the 
spacing between molecules at possible interacting distances 
(<20 nm) rather than the size of the domain.
Syt7 and MAL silencing reduced the frequency and exten-
sion of pLAT and pSLP76 signaling nanoterritories down to 
those of nonstimulated cells (CD45; Fig. 9, A–I). Under stim-
ulatory conditions, the majority of synaptic pLAT forms signal-
ing nanoterritories with pSLP76 (Fig. 9, G and H). Signaling 
nanoterritories were present both at the fringes and, notably, 
within clusters, spanning 50% of pLAT cluster area (Fig. 9 I). 
Reinforcing the notion that vesicular LAT synaptic fusion pro-
motes the formation of pLAT signaling hubs, signaling nano-
territories were present more extensively (75%) in elongated 
pLAT clusters (circularity <0.4) than in rounder ones (Fig. 9 J). 
Once more, provoking LAT vesicular fusion through thapsigar-
gin treatment of MAL-silenced cells spread on CD3-coated, 
but not on CD45-coated, coverslips is sufficient to recover 
the frequency, extension, and morphology of signaling nano-
territories containing pLAT and pSLP76 to stimulatory levels 
(CD3; Fig. 9, C–J and L–O).
These data indicate that there are two populations of func-
tionally distinct pLAT clusters at the synapse: the preexisting 
round pLAT clusters, whose capacity for forming signaling 
nanoterritories with pSLP76 is low, and elongated pLAT 
clusters generated upon the synaptic fusion of vesicular LAT, 
which favors their molecular association with pSLP76 both 
at the rims and within pLAT clusters.
Lck-, TCR-, and LAT-regulated synaptic fusion is crucial 
for T cell activation leading to cytokine production
TCR-driven LAT phosphorylation leads to MAP kinase acti-
vation, CD69 up-regulation, and cytokine production (Acuto 
clusters per square micrometer is as follows: siCtr, n = 24; siSyt7, n = 21; siMAL, n = 14; siMAL TPS, n = 11; CD45, n = 20; and CD45 TPS, n = 22. (H) Num-
ber of clusters per square micrometer is as follows: siCtr, n = 18; siSyt7, n = 21; siMAL, n = 14; siMAL TPS, n = 11; CD45, n = 19; and CD45 TPS, n = 22. 
(I) Mean percentage per cell of the area occupied by signaling nanoterritories within each individual pLAT cluster n ≥ 11 cells. (J–O) Percentage of the area 
occupied by signaling nanoterritories with respect to the total pLAT area (as in G) in function of cluster circularity value bracket for n ≥ 11 cells. Images rep-
resentative of three experiments. ***, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; Mann-Whitney test. Each circle represents a cell. Bar, 10 µm.
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delivery to the immunological synapse might trigger local 
calcium fluxes, which in turn would induce TCR and LAT 
vesicle release. Therefore, Lck is the signal switch and cal-
cium the mediator of a vesicular traffic and fusion amplifica-
tion loop that delivers TCR and LAT, building up a fully 
competent signaling synapse.
Our results are consistent with the observation that Lck is 
constitutively active in resting CD4 T cells and its total activ-
ity is not increased upon TCR triggering (Nika et al., 2010). 
We propose that rather than controlling its phosphoactive status, 
TCR engagement triggers the delivery of vesicular Lck to the 
immunological synapse concentrating it locally and rapidly.
The relevance of LAT localization (plasma membrane ver-
sus vesicles) for TCR signal transduction is a subject of active 
debate. Previous studies (Purbhoo et al., 2010; Williamson et al., 
were not identified. Here, we found that LAT and TCR 
vesicular compartments display Ti-VAMP/VAMP7. This 
v-SNARE mediates lysosomal exocytosis through the inter-
action with syntaxin-4 and SNAP-23, the two t-SNARES 
that cluster at the immunological synapse (Das et al., 2004), 
and with the vesicle fusion regulator Syt7 (Rao et al., 2004; 
Colvin et al., 2010). Similarly, we show that Syt7 regulates the 
calcium-induced exocytosis of the LAT and TCR vesicular 
compartments, in response to TCR triggering. In contrast, 
Lck synaptic recruitment is regulated by MAL and might be 
fulfilled by the Rab11b ability to traffic in response to activa-
tory signals (Ménager et al., 2007; Sugawara et al., 2009). We 
found that Lck vesicular compartment is released faster than 
the ones of LAT and TCR in response CD3 stimulation 
(unpublished data). In a concerted manner, Lck vesicular 
Figure 10. Syt7 or MAL silencing inhibit 
T cell activation. Primary CD4 T cells trans-
fected with siRNA Syt7 (siSyt7), siRNA MAL 
(siMAL), or siRNA control (siCTR) were acti-
vated with superantigen-pulsed Raji cells for 
10 min (A), 4 h (B), or 16 h (C–G). MAL-silenced 
cells were antigen-stimulated in the absence 
(siMAL) or in the presence of thapsigargin 
(siMAL TPS) or ionomycin (siMAL Iono). Calcium 
ionophore and phorbol myristate acetate 
(PMA-iono) were added as positive control  
(D, F, and G). Cells were analyzed by flow cytom-
etry. (A) Erk activation by CD4 T cells deter-
mined by intracellular staining gated on CD4+ 
cells. (B) Frequency of CD69+CD3+ T cells de-
termined by surface staining. (C–F) IL-2 and 
IFN- production by CD4 T cells was deter-
mined by intracellular cytokine staining gated 
on CD4+ cells. (G) Number of IFN-–secreting 
cells revealed by ELISPOT, each open circle 
represents an individual experiment. Images 
representative of three experiments.
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et al., 2010; Williamson et al., 2011) to detect elongated pLAT 
clusters at later time-points (10 min) might be caused by the 
endocytosis of LAT clusters, which could also explain the 
presence of the late endocytic marker Rab7 in LAT vesicles 
(Purbhoo et al., 2010).
The fact that elongated pLAT clusters preferentially recruit 
pSLP76 indicates that they are especially adept at conveying 
TCR signaling, when compared with isolated molecules or to 
clusters formed by 3–4 LAT molecules. This may occur by var-
ious means: (1) elongated clusters may offer a higher contact 
area for a given cluster volume; (2) they may increase the dura-
tion and affinity of interaction allowing for the slow phosphory-
lation reactions to occur; (3) they may favor the assembly of 
different signaling pathways. Accordingly, we found that single 
pLAT and pSLP76 molecules associate in signaling nanoterri-
tories both at the fringes and within clusters. This discrete mo-
lecular association of pLAT and pSLP76 within clusters has not 
been previously appreciated (Lillemeier et al., 2010; Sherman 
et al., 2011) and might result from hop diffusion. Our data are 
compatible with a model whereby specialized intracellular 
calcium microdomains (Wei et al., 2009) and the presence of 
SNAREs in particular plasma membrane subdomains would 
locally target LAT vesicle fusion (Video 1). Within those sub-
domains, delivered LAT would rapidly cluster, as a direct con-
sequence of LAT oligomerization (Houtman et al., 2006). It 
remains to be addressed whether elongated pLAT clusters 
originate directly from vesicular LAT, or if they originate be-
cause of lateral movement of the plasma membrane after vesicle 
fusion. The rounder clusters observed in the absence of LAT 
vesicle fusion may represent more static plasma membrane–
resident nanostructures with other possible functions. Novel 
approaches combining super-resolution microscopy with live 
cell imaging will help test this proposition.
Finally, MAL or Syt7 silencing blocked TCR signal in-
tegration through the inhibition of Erk activation, CD69 
up-regulation and IL-2 and IFN- production. The extensive 
restoration of IL-2 and IFN- release induced by thapsi-
gargin or ionomycin treatment in MAL-silenced cells, or by 
PMA-ionomycin in Syt7-silenced cells, shows that neither MAL 
nor Syt7 silencing affected cytokine secretion. Thus, we con-
clude that TCR- and LAT-regulated fusion at the synapse 
determine the signaling nanoterritories required for TCR 
signal amplification and T cell effector function.
In conclusion, this work shows that the spatiotemporal 
regulation of TCR signaling results from the regulated fusion 
of vesicles carrying signaling molecules. TCR signaling is not 
merely a function of which signaling molecules are present at 
the synaptic membrane but also a function of their subcellular 
origin and traffic regulation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell cultures and transfections.  Jurkat cells clone J77cl20 and the APC 
Raji B cells were grown in complete RPMI medium containing 10% (vol/vol) 
fetal bovine serum, nonessential amino acids, and l-glutamine (Das et al., 2004). 
DNA constructs were inserted into Jurkat cells using the Invitrogen Neon 
Transfection system. Transiently transfected cells were imaged 24–48 h after 
transfection. Transfection efficiency was evaluated by flow cytometry.
2011) put forward a role for LAT vesicles in TCR signaling, 
challenging previous studies that demonstrated the requirement 
of LAT plasma membrane oligomerization and cis phosphory-
lation (Houtman et al., 2006) for TCR signal transduction. 
Moreover, Larghi et al. (2013) very recently proposed that a 
VAMP7-mediated LAT vesicle docking to the synapse was re-
sponsible for TCR signaling. In contrast, another recent work 
(Balagopalan et al., 2013), using a CD4-LAT chimeric protein, 
proposed that it is mainly plasma membrane LAT that is phos-
phorylated and incorporated into microclusters, with minor 
influence from its vesicular pool. Although the phosphorylation 
of plasma membrane LAT appears clear, it is not clear whether 
CD4-LAT chimeras are properly targeted to stimulus-regulated 
exocytic compartments. Therefore, the mechanistic aspects of 
this process (plasma membrane, versus vesicle transient approach, 
docking, or fusion), its regulation and the relative relevance of 
both LAT origins for TCR signaling remain ill defined.
By combining molecular control over TCR and LAT 
vesicle fusion with dual-color dSTORM and TIRF micros-
copy approaches, we unveil here that the nanoscale organiza-
tion of pLAT and pSLP76 upon TCR stimulation depends 
on TCR and LAT vesicle fusion at the synaptic membrane. 
In contrast, pTCR and pZAP70 nanocluster organization was 
only mildly affected by these fusion events. To our knowledge, 
this is the first observation in which the fusion of vesicles car-
rying signaling molecule impacts the functional nanoscale or-
ganization of the immunological synapse. First, inhibition of 
TCR and LAT vesicular fusion resulted in a pLAT and pSLP76 
patterns similar to nonstimulated cells, suggesting that plasma 
membrane resident pLAT contributes poorly to early TCR 
signaling. Second, the fusion of vesicular LAT is accountable 
for the pLAT clusters increase in size, number, and density. 
Third, LAT compartment fusion originates a subpopulation 
of elongated clusters that act as signaling hubs through exten-
sive formation of signaling nanoterritories with pSLP76. Fourth, 
the activatory synapse nanoscale organization was rescued when 
LAT vesicular retention due to MAL silencing was bypassed 
by thapsigargin, which causes a calcium flux that mediates LAT 
and TCR synaptic fusion. Finally, TCR stimulation was needed 
for thapsigargin-induced synapse nanoscale organization, as it 
did not occur in CD45-plated cells.
We detected a wide range of clustering, from a few de-
tections to larger spatial domains, as described previously 
(Lillemeier et al., 2010; Sengupta et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 
2011). The elongated pLAT clusters, observed upon vesicular 
LAT fusion at the synapse, are consistent with high resolution 
imaging studies that described that LAT signaling clusters may 
represent discrete interdigitating domains in T cells (Douglass 
and Vale, 2005; Lillemeier et al., 2006) and compatible with 
plasma membrane confinement zones (Kusumi et al., 2010). 
Super-resolution imaging has not been able to resolve the 
pLAT cluster size obtained by different studies with Sherman 
et al. (2011) reporting a predominance of very small LAT clus-
ters. This apparent discrepancy might result from the termi-
nology used and/or the different statistical methods applied 
to segment clusters. The inability of other studies (Purbhoo 
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Manipulation of intracellular calcium levels.  Jurkat and primary 
CD4 T cells were treated with medium alone or medium containing either 
5 µM of the endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin or 
5 µM of the calcium ionophore ionomycin for 30 min, washed, and pro-
cessed for microscopy.
siRNA-silencing experiments and Western blot analysis.  Jurkat or 
primary CD4 T cells were transfected once with siRNA oligonucleotide 
pools (Invitrogen) targeting either Syt7, MAL, or with a nontargeting siRNA 
pool, as negative control (siCtr; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Shutdown effi-
ciency was assessed 72 h after transfection. Cellular extracts were prepared 
with lysis buffer (containing -mercaptoethanol) and complete protease in-
hibitors (Roche). After separation by PAGE, proteins were transferred to nitro-
cellulose membranes. Anti-Syt7 antibody (rabbit polyclonal; Sigma-Aldrich) 
was added at 1:200 dilution, whereas anti-MAL antibody (provided by M.A. 
Alonso) was added at 1:200 dilution in a solution of 1% (wt/vol) dehydrated 
milk in Tris HCl-buffered saline with 0.05% (vol/vol) Tween-20. Analysis 
of -actin served as a loading control; anti–-actin was added to the blots at 
a dilution of 1:100,000 in a solution of 1% (wt/vol) dehydrated milk in Tris 
HCl-buffered saline with 0.05% (vol/vol) Tween-20. Blots were developed 
with ECL Plus reagents (GE Healthcare).
dSTORM sample preparation.  Glass coverslips were washed 2–3 times 
in optical grade acetone and soaked overnight in 0.1 M KOH. Coverslips 
were then thoroughly rinsed in deionized water and dried. The glass cover-
slips were coated overnight at room temperature with 0.001% poly-L-Lysine 
(Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in PBS. Dried coverslips were subsequently incu-
bated with stimulatory (CD3 mAb MEM 92; EXBIO) or nonstimulatory 
(CD45 mAb GAP 8.3; ATCC) antibodies at concentration of 10 µg/ml 
overnight at 4°C. Cells were resuspended in imaging buffer (Heilemann 
et al., 2008), and 500,000 cells were dropped onto the coverslips and incu-
bated for 3 min at 37°C. In some cases thapsigargin (5 µM) was added during 
the incubation period. Cells were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 
30 min at room temperature. After 15-min incubation with blocking buffer, 
fixed cells were incubated for 1 h with primary antibodies. The anti-pY191LAT 
polyclonal antibody was obtained from BioSource; the anti-pY118SLP-76 
was purchased from BD and the anti-pY319ZAP-70 was obtained from Cell 
Signaling Technology. Cells were washed and incubated for 45 min, with 
secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor 568 or to Cy5 (Molecular 
Probes). To maximize the number of detected molecules, care was taken to 
minimize photobleaching: cells were embedded in oxygen scavenger buffer 
as previously described (Heilemann et al., 2008), imaged on the same day of 
labeling, and kept in the dark until imaged. Tetraspeck beads (100 nm diam-
eter; Invitrogen) were mounted with the sample as fiduciary landmarks and 
later tracked for computational drift correction and chromatic realignment.
Widefield and dSTORM acquisition procedure.  For each coverslip, 
8–10 area fields (55 × 55 µm2 per field, 107 × 107 nm2 per pixel) were pre-
selected on the microscope for imaging; each field typically contained between 
1 and 6 cells. We developed the automated acquisition sequence based on 
the open-source Manager microscopy acquisition software (Edelstein et al., 
2010). First, the field-of-view was centered in the preselected coverslip re-
gion. The cells were then imaged by triple-color epifluorescence (GFP, Alexa 
Fluor 568, and Cy5). The z-stack acquisition was performed at 200 nm 
z-steps encompassing the size of the Jurkat cell. This enabled to deter-
mine the proper localization and expression levels of the proteins of interest 
in the analyzed cells. XZ and YZ wide-field projections were taken to mon-
itor LAT vesicular compartment delivery at the synapse. Finally, the objec-
tive was refocused on the surface of the coverslip, TIRF illumination was 
switched on into and a dSTORM image-stream acquisition was performed 
for the Cy5 channel (635 nm laser-excitation at 1.7 kW/cm2, 662–690 nm 
emission) and then the Alexa Fluor 568 channel (561 nm laser-excitation at 
2.4 kW/cm2, 589–625 nm emission), each composed of 20.000 images ac-
quired at 30 Hz. Imaging parameters were set using the Manager freeware 
running on a desktop PC. Laser control was achieved with custom software 
Primary CD4 T cell culture and transfections.  Peripheral blood cells 
were grown in the presence of staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB; 5 ng/ml) 
and TSST-1 (5 ng/ml) for 48– 72 h, washed, and cultured in IL-2–containing 
medium (20–50 U/ml) for 7 d, at which time they were restimulated with 
SEB (5 ng/ml), TSST-1 (5 ng/ml), and PHA (0.4 µg/ml) for 24 h. Cells were 
resuspended for another 24 h in IL-2–containing medium, and then nega-
tively selected through magnetic bead purification (MACS; Miltenyi Biotec) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. CD4 T cells were cultured for 
5–6 d in complete RPMI medium enriched with 20 U/ml of human IL-2. 
DNA constructs were electroporated into primary CD4 T cells using the In-
vitrogen Neon Transfection system (PBMC program). Primary CD4 T cells 
were imaged 24–48 h after electroporation. Transfection efficiency was eval-
uated by flow cytometry.
Cell stimulation for confocal microscopy.  Immunological synapses 
formation were promoted by incubating Raji cells unpulsed or pulsed with 
superantigen (10 µg/ml, 20 min), either SEE for Jurkat or SEB+TSST1 for 
primary CD4 T cells at a 1:1 T cell/APC ratio for 30 min.
Confocal imaging.  Cells plated onto poly-L-lysine–coated coverslips 
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, rinsed, and treated with 50 mM 
NH4Cl in PBS for 10 min to quench the aldehyde groups. After PBS wash, 
nonspecific binding was prevented by 15-min incubation with 1% BSA (wt/vol) 
and 0.05% saponin in PBS, used throughout the procedure as staining and 
washing buffer. After 1-h incubation with the indicated primary antibodies, 
cells were rinsed and incubated with the corresponding secondary antibod-
ies. The anti-Lck mAb (3A5) and the anti-TCR mAb were obtained from 
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.; the anti-LAT polyclonal antibody was pur-
chased from EMD Millipore; the anti-pY142TCR mAb was purchased from 
BD; the anti-pY191LAT polyclonal antibody was obtained from BioSource, 
the anti-pY394Src polyclonal antibody was from MBL. The cyanine 3 (Cy3)-
coupled anti–mouse IgG2b, the fluorescein-coupled anti–mouse IgG2b, the 
fluorescein-coupled anti–mouse IgG2a and the fluorescein-coupled goat anti–
rabbit Ig were from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories. Alexa Fluor 488–
coupled goat antifluorescein antibody was obtained from Molecular Probes. 
Cell grade thapsigargin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Confocal images 
were obtained using a LSM 700 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) over a 63× 
objective. Z stack optical sections were acquired at 0.2 µm depth increments, 
and both green and red laser excitation were intercalated to minimize cross-
talk between the acquired fluorescence channels.
Confocal image post-treatment.  Complete image stack deconvolution 
was performed with Huygens Essential (version 3.0, Scientific Volume Im-
aging), and 2D images were generated from a maximum intensity projection 
over a 3D volume cut of 1 µm depth, centered either on the vesicular com-
partment when visible or on the cell center.
Quantification of Lck, LAT, and TCR subcellular distribution.  
The plasma membrane of CD4 T cells was surface labeled with anti-CD2 
mAbs (clone TS2/18; American Type Culture Collection [ATCC]). Vesicular 
compartments were intracellularly stained for the proteins of interest. 
Confocal images were acquired at 2-µm increments in the z-axis. Two to 
three contiguous optical sections contained the whole-cell fluorescence 
information. Plasma membrane segmentation was implemented through 
the Weka supervised machine-learning segmentation algorithm (Frank 
et al., 2004), using the Fiji image analysis software (Schindelin et al., 2012). 
To teach the machine-learning algorithm, we have manually segmented 
at least three datasets for each imaging condition. 2D probability maps 
generated by the Weka algorithm were then converted into binary masks 
and used to delimitate the internal and external outlines of the plasma 
membrane. Our automated method provides accurate segmentation of 
the plasma membrane in the stained tracts and reconstructs the approxi-
mate location of the unstained tracts resulting from plasma membrane la-
beling gaps. % vesicular compartment FI = Total Fl  Plasma membrane 
Fl/Total Fl × 100.
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presence of either a single or more pairs in a region of space represented by 
a pixel will lead to a pixel value equal to the shortest distance between any 
of the pairs. This feature allowed us to map and easily visualize regions of 
space where proteins are closely packed or potentially interact, but not nec-
essarily in large numbers. Concentration insensitivity has the potential to 
augment false detections. To minimize any unwanted false contributions, we 
created a prefiltering process described below that severely diminishes the 
presence of erroneous detections.
Pre-filtering.  Throughout dSTORM image acquisition, an individual 
fluorophore typically undergoes multiple cycles of photoswitching, leading 
to several detections of the same fluorophore in a region whose extent is deter-
mined by the localization accuracy (Heilemann et al., 2008). We have verified 
that for both Alexa Fluor 568 and Cy5 imaging conditions, small detection 
clusters featured 5 or more particles typically generated by individual fluoro-
phore photoswitching. Based on this feature, we constructed a prefiltering 
algorithm that eliminates any detected particle that does not have at least 5 
neighboring particles of the same color at distances smaller than 10 nm. We 
verified that these threshold values reduced spatially random false detections 
within the cells while severely removing detections outside and keeping the 
morphology of the labeled ultrastructures.
Interdistance map generation.  For a specific cell, the interdistance map 
is generated by creating an image with the same pixel size (10 nm) and image 
size as the corresponding super-resolution reconstructions. Detected parti-
cles for the Cy5 and Alexa568 channels are prefiltered as described above. 
Subsequently, for each particle identified in the Cy5 channel the closest parti-
cle in the Alexa568 channel is searched for. For each found pair, if the Euclidian 
distance between both particles is smaller than 20 nm and there is no other pair 
of particles with a smaller distance within the same pixel region of space, then 
the corresponding pixel value is set to be equal to the pair distance, or a null 
value otherwise. For convenience, we then apply an inverted grayscale lookup 
table to the image, giving pixels a bright value where pairs are found at very 
close distances, dim value for short distances and black value where no pairs 
have been found at distances smaller than 20 nm.
Flow cytometry.  Primary CD4 T cells were knocked down for either Syt7 
or MAL expression 3 d before the experiment using siRNA oligonucleotides 
or scramble oligo as control, as described above. For Lck, LAT, TCR, SLP76, 
and ZAP70 phosphorylation analysis, 5 × 105 CD4 T cells were co-cultured 
at 1:1 ratio with Raji cells for 30 min in the presence or absence of SEE 
(10 µg/ml). Thapsigargin (5 µM) was added to some of the samples. The cells 
were fixed and permeabilized (Cytofix/Cytoperm Plus; BD) and stained with 
the antibodies of interest at room temperature. For Erk phosphorylation analy-
sis, 5 × 105 primary CD4 T cells prepared as described above were co-cultured 
at 1:1 ratio with Raji cells for 10 min in the presence or absence of SEB and 
TSST1 superantigens (10 µg/ml), and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
and permeabilized with saponin. For CD69 up-regulation analysis, 5 × 105 
cells primary CD4 T cells prepared as described above were co-cultured at 1:1 
ratio with Raji cells in the presence or absence of SEB and TSST1 for 4 h. For 
cytokine production analysis, 1010 cells primary CD4 T cells prepared as 
described above were stimulated with either Raji cells loaded with SEB and 
TSST1 (10 µg/ml) or medium at 1:10 ratio for 16 h. Thapsigargin (5 µM), 
ionomycin (500 ng/ml), or PMA (20 ng/ml) plus ionomycin (500 ng/ml) 
were added to some of the samples. Brefeldin A (2 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) was 
added for the last 15 h. Cells were washed and stained with FITC anti-CD4 
(RPA-T4; BD) for 20 min at 4°C. The cells were permeabilized (Cytofix/
Cytoperm Plus; BD) and stained with PE anti–IFN- (4S.B3; BD) and APC 
anti–IL-2 (MQ1-17H12; BD) at room temperature. Erk, CD69 up-regulation, 
and IL-2/IFN- production were determined gating on primary CD4 T cells. 
We used a FACSORT with data analysis in FlowJo (Tree Star).
Single-cell ELISPOT assay for IFN-g-secreting cells.  Primary CD4 
T cells were electroporated with siRNA oligonucleotides for Syt7, MAL, 
or scramble control 3 d before the experiment, as described above. 96-well 
(Henriques et al., 2010). A detailed description of the imaging apparatus can 
be found in (Henriques et al., 2010). Custom algorithms were applied to de-
termine the position map of the identified molecules, as well as their distance 
from each other, as described in the next section.
Single-molecule detection and localization.  Particle detection and lo-
calization was carried by a custom algorithm using the Fiji-Jython scripting 
interface (Schindelin et al., 2012). The algorithm uses remote procedure calls 
to connect to a Python virtual machine implementing the DAOSTORM 
algorithm (Holden et al., 2011). This method uses DAOSTORM to detect 
and localize particles in both unprocessed and treated frames combining time 
averaging with frame subtraction in a process similar to a gSHRImP analysis 
(Simonson et al., 2011). Multiple detections caused by the same particle appear-
ing in adjacent frames (distances smaller than 0.25 pixels) are merged and de-
tections with low fitting accuracy are discarded. For our acquisition settings 
we have observed that combining the DAOSTORM engine with gSHRImP 
analysis allows us to decrease the localization error by up to 20% when com-
pared with simple DAOSTORM analysis while supporting up to a threefold 
increase in particle detection.
Super-resolution drift correction and chromatic realignment.  Be-
fore particle detection and localization, fiduciary beads were identified and 
marked, typically more than five. Sample drift was then calculated by track-
ing the group displacement of selected beads throughout the acquired image 
sequence. After particle detection and localization, the position of each par-
ticle was readjusted by subtracting the drift identified at the corresponding 
time-point. Chromatic realignment was generated after drift correction, the 
channel displacement of beads was calculated, a position correction for each 
particle on the Cy5 channel was then computed and applied by subtract-
ing the average channel-displacement of the closest beads, weighted by their 
distance to the particle. To estimate the chromatic realignment error, beads 
were randomly selected and the corresponding chromatic realignment vector 
was calculated not using their channel displacement information, an 3 nm 
error was observed by comparing the chromatic realignment vector and 
channel-displacement vector.
Super-resolution estimation and image reconstruction.  The localiza-
tion error was calculated by measuring the full-width-half-maximum of man-
ually selected small detection clusters (5–21 particles per cluster; Bates et al., 
2007). The average localization error for Alexa Fluor 568 was 19 nm (7 clusters) 
and Cy5 was 16 nm (6 clusters). Final super-resolution reconstructions were 
then generated in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) by creating images with 10-nm 
pixel-size and additively superimposing a Gaussian kernel of 20-nm full-width-
half-maximum to each particle.
Super-resolution protein cluster segmentation and characteriza-
tion.  Protein cluster segmentation was performed through the automatic 
triangle threshold implementation of the Fiji software (Schindelin et al., 2012). 
The triangle threshold method was applied individually to regions-of-interest 
demarking a single-cell, allowing us to discriminate clustered particle detec-
tions at the immunological synapse. Background detections (false-detection) 
caused by noise fluctuations or motile unbound labeled antibodies were 
minimally present in the thresholded images. For each segmented particle 
cluster in the rendered image, the following properties were measured: par-
ticles density, area, circularity, and diameter. We verified that cell illumina-
tion was considerably homogenous for the individual cell regions-of-interest, 
but slightly nonhomogeneous for the full field-of-view due to the Gaussian 
profile of the laser illumination in our microscopy setup. Additionally, we 
quantified the percentage of overlap between the segmented clusters and 
corresponding interdistance maps (see below).
Interdistance maps calculation.  Interdistance maps are artificially gener-
ated super-resolution images where pixel values identify the presence of a pair 
of pLAT and pSLP76 proteins at distances <20 nm away from each other 
(detailed below). These maps are insensitive to particle concentration. The 
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Larghi, P., D.J. Williamson, J.M. Carpier, S. Dogniaux, K. Chemin, A. 
Bohineust, L. Danglot, K. Gaus, T. Galli, and C. Hivroz. 2013. VAMP7 
filtration plates (Millipore) were coated with anti–human IFN- antibody 
(1-DIK; Mabtek). 2 × 105 cells primary CD4 T cells prepared as described 
above were plated per well and stimulated with either Raji cells loaded with 
SEB or medium at 1:10 ratio, or PMA (20 ng/ml) and ionomycin (500 ng/ml) 
for 16 h. After culture, the plates were washed, followed by incubation with 
biotinylated anti–IFN- antibody (7B6-1; Mabtek). Spots were developed 
using freshly prepared substrate buffer (0.3 mg/ml of 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole 
and 0.015% H202 in 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 5.0). The frequency of IFN-–
secreting CD4 T cells was calculated based on the percentage of CD4 T cells 
present in the well.
3D time-lapse microscopy.  GFP epifluorescence imaging was per-
formed by continuous acquisition of sequences of z-stacks with 0.5-µm z-steps, 
7–20-µm z-range, for 3–10 min. These values were selected to optimize the 
visualization of the cell adherence to the coverslip and formation of the immune 
synapse, and to capture a sufficient cell volume and minimize photodamage. 
While imaging, cells were kept at 37°C in an incubator encompassing most of 
the microscope body. For simplicity of visualization, time-lapse movies were 
generated in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) by creating a horizontal montage 
where each lateral element corresponds to a maximum intensity projection over 
a 2.5-µm z-range. Before creation of the time-lapse movies, datasets were denoised 
by a 3D Gaussian blur of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 pixels (x sigma, y sigma, z sigma).
Statistical analysis.  Were performed by Mann–Whitney nonparametric 
test using Prism software (GraphPad).
Online supplemental material.  Video 1 shows LAT-GFP expressing cells 
deposited on an CD3 stimulatory surface. Online supplemental material is 
available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20130150/DC1.
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